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Route Table Each route entry in the route table must contains 2 items :



y Destination address : network address that the router can reach y A pointer to the destination called Next-hop which is the address of the next router in the path. The router will match the most specific address in the following priority order :



y y y y y y



Host address A subnet A group of subnet A major network (classfull) A group of major network numbers (supernet) A default address
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Static and Dynamic Routes Static Routes



y Manually entered in the router Dynamic Routes



y Determined automatically by the Routing Protocol
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Dynamic Routing Protocols y As seen with Static route, the router needs to know how to correctly switch packets to their destination , information entered manually



y With dynamic routing protocols, the routers discover automatically that information by communicating with their neighbors to share the contents of the ROUTE TABLE (reachability , network status)



y In addition to Route table update Dynamic Routing protocol calculate the best path to reach the destination and performs also a next best path calculation in case of problem on the main path.
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Dynamic Routing Protocols principle Use a step by step procedure as follows : y Sends its reachability to its neighbors which forward to other routers y Receives reachability information from other routers y Determine the best route to a destination y React to a topology change in the network
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Metrics Metrics used to rank the routes from most preferred to least preferred



• •



Hop count : count router hops Bandwidth : choose a higher bandwidth path over a lower bandwidth path



• • •



Load : amount of traffic using the link.



•



Cost : this metric is configured by a network administrator



Delay : time a packet takes to traverse a route Reliability : measures the number of times the link has failed or the numbers of errors it has received within a period of time
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Link State Routing Protocol Distance Vector and Link state Routing protocol comparisons



y Distance Vector could be compared to a road sign Metrics y Link State could be compared to a road map Distance Vector Routing protocols



y Unlike Distance Vector routers, Link State routers have a complete picture of the network



y Also called Shortest Path First y built around Dijkstra ‘ a shortest path algorithm Example of Link State Routing Protocols



y OSPF for IP y IS-IS for IP y Novell’s NetWare Link State Protocol ( NLSP) for IPX
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Link State Routing Protocol Principle 1. Each router establishes a relationship (adjacency) with each of its neighbors



2. Each router sends Link State Advertisements (LSAs) to each neighbor y One LSA is generated for each of the router’s links, y identifying the link, the metric cost of the router’s interface to the link, and neighbors that may be connected to the link



y



Each neighbor router receiving an advertisement in turn forwards (floods) the advertisement to its own neighbors



3. Each router stores all the Link State Advertisements (LSAs) in a database y The database in all routers should be identical 4. The complete topological database (Link State Database) describes a graph of the internetwork, Using Dijkstra algorithm each router calculates the shortest path to each network and enters this information into the routing table
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Link State Routing Protocol Neighbors 1. Neighbor discovery is first step in getting a link state network running



y Hello Protocol is used y Hello Protocol defines hello packets and procedures for



exchanging the packets and processing the information the packet contains



y Hello packet contains : Router Id, IP address from one of the router interfaces , subnet mask, Hello interval, dead interval, circuit type, flags



2. Adjacent neighbors y When two routers have discovered each other as neighbors, they



go thru a process of synchronizing their database in order to have them identical



y In addition to adjacency building, Hello packets are also used as Keepalive packets to monitor the adjacency .
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Link State Flooding 1. After the adjacencies are established, the routers begin sending the LSAs



y LSAs are sent to every neighbor (flooding) y In turn, each received LSA is copied and forwarded to every neighbor except the one that sent the LSA



y LSAs are forwarded immediately after a Link state change, y Link State protocol convergence faster for Link State protocol than distance vector protocols



y Flooding are made efficient and more reliable by using Multicast and Unicast addresses, checksum and positive acknowledgement



y Flooding is improved by sequencing and aging.
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Link State Flooding + Sequence numbers (1) How to stop flooding once all routers have received all LSAs R4



R6



R5



t1



t2
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t3 t0



R1 Link failure



t1



R2



R3
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Link State Flooding + Sequence numbers (2) A link connected to Router fails



y Router A floods an LSA to its neighbors R2 and R4 advertising the new state of the link



y



and R4 floods to their neighbors and so on



What happens to R3



y An LSA arrives from router R2 at time t1 , the LSA is entered into the topological database and is forwarded to R6



y Router R3 receives also at time t3 another copy of the same LSA thru R1 R4 R5 R6 route.



y Router R3 sees that it has already the same LSA in its database (LSA with same Sequence Number) and discards it



If the information is the same but the sequence number is greater



y Information and new sequence number are entered into the database and the LSA is flooded.
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Link State Flooding + Sequence numbers (3) Checking that Link State database contains the same LSA as the new one received for flood / discard decision is not enough : Sequence number is needed for the following reasons :



y y



R1 link failure occurs, immediately after the link comes back UP.



y



R3 receives down LSA, Up LSA and delayed down LSA thru R1-R2-R5-R6 route



y



Last down LSA will be ignored and discarded as its sequence number is older (100 older than 101)



R1 sends out an LSA advertising the network is down with a sequence number 100, then it sends out a new LSA with a sequence number of 101.



Linear sequence number spaces



y y



Max number with 32 bits field : 2**32 = 4 294 967 296



y



Unfortunately sometimes problems generates out of sequence numbers



If link state change every 10 s more than 1000 years needed to reach the max number.
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Link State Flooding + Sequence numbers (4) Linear sequence number spaces (cont.)



y



After out of sequence the router must shut itself down until LSA reach Max age in all databases (Aging)



y y



Max number with 32 bits filed : 2**32 = 4 294 967 296



y



If router restarts it will reset its Seq Number to Zero. Its neighbors will interpret its LSA as older, then the router will keep its process down until all old LSAs are aged out from the topology databases



If link state change every 10 s more than 1000 years needed to reach the max number.



Linear sequence number spaces improvement :



y



The neighbors receiving an older LSA will send back its own stored LSA and Sequence number back to the router which rebooted



y



The jump must be limited to one-half the total sequence number received to avoid starting close to the maximum
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Link State Flooding + Sequence numbers (5) Circular sequence number spaces



y Sequence numbers wrap , following 2**32 it will be 0 y Same problem as discussed for Linear sequence numbers y How to decide a Sequence number is greater than or less another sequence number ?



y Two rules : y Given a SN space n and two SNs a and b, a is considered more recent if :



o A>b and (a-b)18 and (48 – 18) = 30 and 30 0, b >0, a > b, and (a – b) > n/2
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Link State Flooding + Sequence numbers (9) Lollipop-Shaped Sequence Number Spaces (cont.)



B is more recent than a if :



y y y



N =2**31



N -2=0x7FFFFFFE



0 N =N+1 (0x80000001)



y y



A0, a < b, and (b-a) < n/2



or



A >0, b >0, a > b, and (a – b) > n/2



Router starts at –N+1 When seq = N-2, wraps to 0, (N-1 unused)
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Link State Flooding + Sequence numbers (10) Lollipop-Shaped Sequence and Linear Sequence Number Spaces



y version 1 of OSPF (RFC 1131) used Lollipop-Shaped SN y Signed number improved linear sequence number space y OSPF version 2 (RFC 1247) uses the best of Lollipop and linear sequence number space



y OSPF V2 : signed number space from 0x8000000 to 0x7FFFFFFF y When the max value N-1 =2**31-1 (0x7FFFFFFF) is reached, OSPF V2 process must flush the LSA from all database before restarting
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Link State Flooding + Aging Maximum age difference



y When an LSA is created, the router set the age field to Zero y Each time the packet is flooded, each router increments the age (IS-IS decrements , OSPF increments)



y Improves the reliability of flooding process y MaxAgeDiff : a router may receive multiple copies of the same LSA with same sequence number but different ages



y If the different in the ages is lower than MaxAgeDiff, due to network latency, original LSA in DB is maintained.



y If the different in the ages is greater than MaxAgeDiff, Network problem, LSA assumed valid (the LSA was sent without incrementing the SN) the newer LSA in recorded in DB and the packet will be flooded



y MaxAgeDiff = 15 minutes for OSPF
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Link State Flooding + Aging Maximum age



y The age of an LSA continues to be incremented as it resides in a link state database



y If the age for a link state record is incremented up to some maximum age (MaxAge), the LSA with age field set to the MaxAge value, is flooded to all neighbors and the record is deleted from the databases



y Mechanism to periodically validate the LSA before MaxAge is reached : Link State Refresh time : (LSRefreshTime)



y When refresh time expires a router floods a new LSA to all neighbors who will reset the age of the sending router’s records to the new received age.



y OSPF defines MaxAge of 1 hour and LSRefreshTime of 30mn
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Link State Database (1) Major tasks of Link State routing protocol :



1. Discovering neighbors 2. Flooding LSAs : The age of an LSA continues to be incremented as it resides in a link state database



3. Establishing the Link State Database Link State database or topological database stores the LSAs as a series of records :



y y y y y



Sequence number Age Advertising router’s Id Attached network an neighboring routers Cost of each network
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Link State Database (2) LSAs may include multiple types of generic information and multiple types of Link State Packets (specific protocols)



y Router link information : advertises a router’s adjacent neighbor with triple of (router ID, Neighbor Id, Cost) cost is the cost of the link to the neighbor



y Stub network information : advertises a router’s directly connected stub networks with a triple(Router ID, Network ID,Cost)
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Link State Database example R1
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Link State Database example (2) Topological database for internet work : Router ID
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Link State Database example (2) Topological database for internetwork : (cont.) Router ID
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SPF Algorithm Shortest Path First (SPF) : Dijkstra’s algorithm



y



Construct a tree of minimum total length between the end nodes



Tree construction :



I. the branches definitively attached to the tree will be in a subtree II. The branches from which the next branch will be added to step I, will be selected



III. Remaining branches are rejected or not considered The nodes are divided into two sets :



A. nodes connected by the branches to set I B. Remaining nodes (one and only one branch of set II will lead to each of these nodes)
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SPF Algorithm (2) Shortest Path First (SPF) adapted for routers : in the router three database represents the three SETS :



y



Tree database : represents set I , when algorithm is finished, this database will describe the Shortest Path Tree



y



Candidate database : corresponds to set II. Links are copied from the Link State database to this list in the right order (candidate to be added to the tree



y



Link state database : contains all links as previously described



Dijktra also specifies two sets of Nodes :



y y



Set A : comprises the routers in the Tree Set B : all other routers
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SPF Algorithm (2) Version of Dijktra’s algorithm adapted for routers :



1. A router initializes the tree database by adding itself as root 2. All triples in the link state database describing links to the root router’s neighbors are added to the candidate database



3. The cost from the root to each link in the candidate database is calculated. The link in the candidate database with the lowest cost is moved to the Tree database



4. The neighbor ID of the link just added to the Tree database is examined. Tipples in the link state database describing that router’s neighbors are added to the Candidate database.



5. If entries remain in the Candidate database, return to step3. If the Candidate database is empty, then terminate the algorithm.
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SPF Algorithm example (1) Shortest path tree constructed for Router R1 : Candidate



Cost to Root



Tree



Description



R1,R1,0 R1,R2,2



2



R1,R4,4



4



R1,R5,4



4



R1,R4,4



R1,R1,0



The links to all R1’s neighbors are added to the candidate list



4



R1,R1,0



R1,R5,4



4



R1,R2,2



R2,R3,1



3



(R1,R2,2) is the lowest cost link on the candidate database list, it is added to the tree All R2’s neighbors except those in the tree are added to the candidate list. (R1,R5,4) is the lower cost to go to R5, then (R2,R5, 10) is dropped



[R2,R5,10]



R1,R4,4



4



R1,R1,0



R1,R5,4



4



R1,R2,2



R3,R6,2



5



R2,R3,1



(R2,R3,1) is the lowest-cost link on the candidate list, it is added to tree, all of R3’s neighbors are added to candidate list(except those already on the tree)
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SPF Algorithm example (2) Shortest path tree constructed for Router R1 (cont.) : Candidate



Cost to Root



Tree



Description



R1,R5,4



4



R1,R1,0



R3,R6,2



5



R1,R2,2



(R1,R4,4) is added to the tree and its neighbors become candidates
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R5,R7,1



5



R1,R2,2



(R3,R6,2) is added to the tree, all R6 neighbors become candidate.



R5,R8,8



12



R2,R3,1



The highest cost to R8 is dropped



R6,R8,4



9



R1,R4,4 R1,R5,4 R3,R6,2



(R1,R4,4) is added to the tree, (R4,R5,3 ) is higher cost from R1 and is dropped (R1,R5,4) is added to tree, all R5 neighbors become candidates, the highest cost link to R7 is dropped
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SPF Algorithm example (3) Shortest path tree constructed for Router R1 (cont.) : Candidate



Cost to Root



Tree



Description



R6,R8,4



9



R1,R1,0



(R5,R7,1) is added to the tree, R7 has no neighbor, nothing id added to candidate list.



R1,R2,2 R2,R3,1 R1,R4,4 R1,R5,4 R3,R6,2 R5,R7,1



R1,R1,0 R1,R2,2 R2,R3,1 R1,R4,4 R1,R5,4 R3,R6,2 R5,R7,1 R6,R8,4



(R6,R8,4) is added to the tree, no candidates remain in the candidate list, so the algorithm is terminated.
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Shortest Path Tree found by algorithm R1
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Areas Why are Areas needed ?



y Topology database requires more memory than a Distance Vector protocol requires



y The complex algorithm (SPF) requires more CPU time than a Distance Vector requires .



y



When network unstable, flooding consumes available Bandwidth



Advantages



y Flooding done per area y Topology database maintained per area y Smaller database requires less memory and CPU cycles to run SPF algorithm



y If one network unstable , resulting flooding stays in area
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Areas (cont.) Area Border Routers



y



Routers connecting two areas



y



The router must maintain topological databases for each area



A re a B o rd e r R o u te r



A re a 1



A re a 0 A re a B o rd e r R o u te r



A re a 2
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